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Abstract— The article discusses the problem of the synthesis of 

algorithmic mapping systems of railway automation and remote 

control based on the process of accounting and control of 

automation devices and telemechanics. This process is described 

using a formalized description language. Considering the 

verification of some properties of control algorithms and their 

transformation in order to optimize the structure of the process of 

accounting and control of automation and remote control devices, 

the language of logic circuits of algorithms was chosen. As a 

formalized language, logical schemes of algorithms were chosen. 

A three-dimensional cube was used as a graphic method for 

representing the process of recording and controlling railway 

automation and telemechanics devices. 

A method has been developed for minimizing the states of logic 

circuits of algorithms, based on finding the minimum set of terms 

with the smallest number of logical conditions that allow one to 

obtain the entire output value. Application of the proposed 

methods allows to reduce the volume of simulation models and, 

accordingly, the number of errors in the simulation program. 

accounting and control of railway automation and remote 

control devices, logic circuits of algorithms, state minimization 

method, technical documentation 

INTRODUCTION 

In connection with the need for broad modernization, 

reconstruction and replacement of railway automation 

devices, an important task is to improve the quality of the 

process of control and accounting of railway automation and 

remote control devices (CARCD). The existing process 

technology CARCD does not ensure the adoption of quick 

and effective decisions. 

To solve this problem in this work it is proposed to create a 

model of CARCD as an electronic document flow of technical 

documentation for alarm, centralization and blocking devices. 

In this connection, a survey was made of the actual processes 

of creating, verifying and using technical documentation in 

automation and remote control systems. This made it possible 

to identify document flow scenarios and protocols for 

technical document properties. [1-5]. 

CARCD will be described using a formalized description 

language. These languages include the language of Petri nets, 

because it is close to the Turing machines in its descriptive 

capabilities and, therefore, can be used to represent any 

algorithms. However, check some properties of the control  
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algorithms and transform them to optimize the structure 

CARCD advantageously carried out with the use of other 

languages, including the language of the logical schemes of 

algorithms (LSA) and some its modifications [6-9]. 

LSA is used as a language for setting algorithms for the 

operation of software control devices [10-12]. 

The LSA searches for an algorithm for processing some 

initial information, that is, in the selection of individual 

operations, or acts of the algorithm, and the search for the 

order of their execution. Each such act (operation) in the LSA 

is associated with an operator, denoted by capital Latin letters 

A, B, C ... Different operators may be denoted by different 

letters or by the same letter, but with different indices: A1, 

A2, ..., B1, B2 ... If the operator depends on parameters, then 

these parameters can be set as indices Ai, Aij, Aijk ... or in 

brackets: A(i), A(ij), A(ijk) ... Operators with different 

parameters, they perform actions on different parts of the 

original or intermediate data, i.e., on different parts of the 

processed information. 

The process of accounting and control of railway 

automation and remote control devices is described as 

follows: 

GgPpg ,1, =               (1) 

where  
gp – is the device (device), the set  forms a   set of 

devices. Also determined by the parameters of the device: 

MmHh gmg ,1,, =             (2) 

mgp ,
 –   the instrument parameter  , the instrument 

parameter set  forms the sets   of all the considered parameters 

of the instrument   (each m parameter is entered in its 

instrument position). 

Definition 1. The set of operations and checks of logical 

conditions performed in a specific sequence in the CARCD 

process is an algorithm.
 gA   . 

Definition 2. The operation pО is an elementary action to 

account for and control devices from the set of S . All 

operations performed in the process of accounting and control  

Ss g  , form a set of   PpoO p ,1, ==  . The index of the 

operation   specifies the number of the participant and the 

algorithm, as well as its 

individual number in the 

sequence of entries. 
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Let us introduce the symbolism of the record of private 

algorithms of CARCD in the language of logic schemes of 

algorithms (LSA) with regard to the generalized formalized 

scheme [13]. The main elements are operators corresponding 

to operations
pО , logical conditions Kkk ,1, =   , 

marked with arrows Ppp

k ,1, =   , where p is the index of 

the arrow. The transition with a false value 
k   is carried 

out to the element of the LSA, marked with an arrow with the 

same index 
p  . 

The set    2, == kА k includes probabilistic 

logical conditions of the form 

 





−

−
=

otherwise;0

result; positive1
k  

The sequence of execution of statements in the LSA is 

determined by the order in which they are written. For 

example, A11A12A13 means that the operator A11 is first 

executed, then A12, and then A13. The order of execution of 

operators in the LSA can be strictly fixed — a linear algorithm 

— or depending on certain conditions — a branched 

algorithm. In the latter case, the LSA uses logical conditions 

denoted by small Latin letters, p, q, r ... Like operators, 

different logical conditions (LC) are denoted by different 

letters or by the same letter, but with different indices. 

Logical conditions may depend on several variables. 

Logical conditions depending on the values of the function n 

variables are denoted by 

  [f( 1,  2, ...,  n)]         (3) 

It is considered that logical conditions can take only two 

values: the condition being checked is satisfied ( i=1) or not 

( i=0). Depending on the value of the currently checked LU, 

the further order of execution of the operators and LC is 

determined. 

Often among logical conditions it is advisable to select 

those that always take a zero (false) value, that is, identically 

false logical conditions. Identical logical conditions do not 

require verification. We denote them by ω. Operators and 

LUs are basic, and identically false logical conditions are 

auxiliary members of the logical scheme of the algorithm. 

Each LU has an arrow. The beginning of the i-th arrow 

(denoted by ) is to the right of the logical condition, and its 

end (denoted by ) is to the left of the LSA member that 

must be met if the LC takes a zero value. 

LSA are called expressions made up of operators and a LC 

following each other, as well as numbered arrows arranged in 

a certain way. The logic scheme of the algorithm is some way 

of describing the algorithm for solving the problem [14]. 

Description of the algorithm using logic circuits is the first 

step in the formalization of the algorithm. This stage is 

preceded by a meaningful description of the algorithm. The 

logic scheme of the algorithm allows both formal and 

substantive equivalent transformations. 

As a result of the analysis of the processes included in 

CARCD at all levels, an LSA of the form: 

 

  

k

U

AkkAAAAkAAAkAAAkAkAA

kAkAkAkAAAkAАА



=

3554343331321636261753525174364241

114324213123222111211

545

4

3

2132

2

1

1

3




 (4) 

 

where 321 ,,   – logical conditions, the 

probability of fulfillment of which depends on the current 

value of the quality indicator CARCD. 

Logic scheme determines the order of execution of 

operators depending on the value of the LC included in it. 

The algorithm begins with the execution of the leftmost 

operator of the scheme. After the operators of the scheme AU 

are executed, it is determined which operator of the scheme 

should follow after it. After the operator A11, the operator of 

the scheme that is immediately to his right (A12) must be 

executed. After the logical condition 1  , two cases are 

possible: if the condition being checked is satisfied, then 

operator A23 on the right must be executed; if it is violated, 

the operator A24 is executed, to which an arrow leads, starting 

after this condition 

The operation of the algorithm ends when the last executed 

statement A63 contains an instruction to terminate the 

operation of the algorithm. 

Each elementary operation of the AU algorithm, in turn, is 

represented by a lower level algorithm in its alphabet of 

operators. This is achieved by the construction of a 

hierarchical structure of the description of the CARCD. 

 

 

METHOD OF MINIMIZATION OF LSA 

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

LSA АU will be represented using the function LC: 

932192321213211 )(...)()( ZfZfZfАU  =

                      
 (5) 

where, 921 ...,,, ZZZ   value after LC function. 

In summary: 


=

=
M

m

mmU ZfА
1

321 )(             (6) 

where,
 

Mm ,1=   . 

Thus, the distribution of LC values in a logical scheme 

determines the order in which the operators included in this 

scheme are executed. 

Since each of the LC can take only two values - 0 and 1, the 

maximum number of unique sets of LC, and, therefore, the 

number of rows in the truth table, can be determined by the 

formula: 
nN 2=                    (7) 
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where   – base of the number system (all LCs can take only 

one of two possible values);   – LC number. 

In the logical scheme (4), the order of execution of 

operators depending on the values of the LC is as follows: 

1) if  1=0,  2=0 and  3=0, that 3554343331242 AkkAAAAk ; 

2) if  1=0,  2=0,  3=1 that 

355434333216362617535251743642411143242 AkkAAAkAAAkAAAkAkAAkAkAk ; 

3) if  1=0,  2=1,  3=0 that 3554343331242 AkkAAAAk ; 

4) if  1=0,  2=1,  3=1 that 

355434333216362617535251743642411143242 AkkAAAkAAAkAAAkAkAAkAkAk ; 

5) if  1=1,  2=0,  3=0 that 35543433312423 AkkAAAAА  

6) if  1=1,  2=0,  3=1 that 

3554343332163626175352517436424111432423 AkkAAAkAAAkAAAkAkAAkAkAА  

7) if  1=1,  2=1,  3=0 that 2211213123 AkAAkА ; 

if  1=1,  2=1,  3=1 that 2211213123 AkAAkА . 

 

The truth table of AU is presented in table 1.  

Table 1 AU truth table for three LCs 

 

Set 

number 

3
 2

 1  АU algorithm value 

0 0 0 0 3554343331242 AkkAAAAk
 
 

1 0 0 1 

3554343332163

62617535251743642411143242

AkkAAAkA

AAkAAAkAkAAkAkAk




 

2 0 1 0 3554343331242 AkkAAAAk  

3 0 1 1 

3554343332163

62617535251743642411143242

AkkAAAkA

AAkAAAkAkAAkAkAk





 

4 1 0 0 35543433312423 AkkAAAAА  

5 1 0 1 

3554343332163

626175352517436424111432423

AkkAAAkA

AAkAAAkAkAAkAkAА




 

6 1 1 0 2211213123 AkAAkА  

7 1 1 1 2211213123 AkAAkА  

From the possible values of AU, we choose similar LSA. It 

is easy to see that the values of 0, 2 and 4 sets (with the 

difference of the operator A23 and k2), 1, 3 and 5 sets (with 

the difference of the operator A23 and k2), 6 and 7 sets are 

similar. The same parts of the LSA are denoted as follows. 
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Table 2 The same parts of the LSA АU 

Set 

number 
LSA 

Selection 

element 

Name of 

the 

common 

part of the 

LSA 

0 355434333124 AkkAAAA
 

2k
 L1 

1 

3554343332163

62617535251743642411143242

AkkAAAkA

AAkAAAkAkAAkAkAk




 

2k
 L2 

2 3554343331242 AkkAAAAk  2k
 L1 

3 

3554343332163

62617535251743642411143242

AkkAAAkA

AAkAAAkAkAAkAkAk





 

2k
 L2 

4 35543433312423 AkkAAAAА  A23 L1 

5 

3554343332163

626175352517436424111432423

AkkAAAkA

AAkAAAkAkAAkAkAА




 

A23 L2 

6 2211213123 AkAAkА  - L3 

7 2211213123 AkAAkА  - L3 

 

 

We construct a transition table for this LSA. 

Table 3 LSA transition table АU 

21  00 01 10 11 

3  

0 k2L1 k2L1 A23L1 L3 

1 k2L2 k2L2 A23L2 L3 

 

With the graphical method, each set of values of an LC 

corresponds to a certain point of n-dimensional space. The 

coordinates of the vertices of the n-dimensional cube 

correspond to the sets of values of the LC, and their 

designations are assigned the values of АU on these sets. 

Since each of the LCs can take only two values: 0 and 1, each 

edge connecting two adjacent vertices, the sets of which differ 

by one variable, has a unit length. Therefore, a n-dimensional 

cube is called a unit cube. 

The number of vertices of a n-dimensional cube is equal to 

the number of rows in the truth table, and the number of 

coordinate axes is equal to the number of n LC. 

The three-dimensional cube corresponding to the LС, the 

truth table given earlier (Table 1), is shown in Figure 1. The 

top of the cube and the cell of Table 3, the contents of which 

describes the same set of variables (No. 6), are highlighted by 

a dotted line. Similarly, the top of the cube is matched with the 

rest of the truth table cells. 

 
Fig.1. 3D cube algorithm АU 
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Using the coordinate method, the LSA AU is defined as a 

state coordinate map, called a Carnot map. The total number 

of cells in the Carnot map corresponds to the number of sets of 

the algorithm AU. 

 
Fig.2. Carnot map for LSA АU 

Designations in Carnot map for LSA АU: 

( )1=→ ii  , ( )0=→ ii   

In brackets inside the cells are the numbers of the 

corresponding sets from the truth table (Table 3). 

 
Fig.3. LSA Truth Table Sets АU 

 

The task of minimizing the LSA AU is to find the minimum 

set of terms with the smallest number of LСs, allowing to get 

all the output value.  

In (5) 921 ...,,, ZZZ  is not a variable. If we accept the 

condition that the symbol    should always remain at the end of 

the addendum, and the inversion operation should not be 

applied to it, we can formally operate with it as with the 

variable 

 All cells containing the same LSA value are combined into 

closed areas, each area must represent a rectangle with the 

number of cells 2, 4, 8. The areas can intersect, and the same 

cells can belong to different areas. Neighboring cells are not 

only cells that are adjacent horizontally and vertically, but 

also cells that are located on opposite borders of the map. 

When covering cells with closed areas, one should strive 

for the minimum number of areas, each of which would 

contain as many cells as possible. Each member of the 

function of the LС is only one of those LСs that have one 

value for the corresponding area. If an LС for one cell of a 

region has one value, and for another cell of this region, 

another, it is not present in the corresponding member of the 

function of the LС. 

To obtain the minimum form of the function, closed areas 

cover cells with the same LSA values and when recording 

members, the values of the LС are taken with a constant value 

within the respective areas. 

So, from Figure 3 we obtain the function of 

conditions )( 321 f    for LSA АU:  

313132  =f          (8) 

Having executed minimization, we receive: 

33211332 )(  ==f    (9) 

CONCLUSION 

The presented formalized scheme will make it possible to 

determine the sets of source data from the algorithmic and 

parametric mapping of the CARCD. The main feature of 

CARCD algorithms is the presence of parallel branches. 

The formalized scheme provides sufficient flexibility for 

the description of the CARCD, since it is based on the 

algorithmic mapping of the system. In accordance with this, 

the methodology of formalization should be aimed primarily 

at identifying and describing CARCD algorithms. 

Using the language of logic circuits of algorithms for 

identifying and describing CARCD processes on railway 

transport allowed us to develop a new survey methodology 

aimed at identifying the structural-algorithmic and parametric 

mapping of the processing system. 

The proposed formalized scheme of the CARCD process 

using parallel logic circuits of algorithms provides 

formalization of the transition procedures to automated 

technology. The formalized scheme makes it possible to carry 

out high-quality and accelerated operational research of the 

electronic document flow CARCD in the systems of 

automation and telemechanics on the railway transport. 
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